To reviewers

1. The sentence “we address a fatal pseudoaneurysm presenting with persistent epistaxis and its appropriate management.” is a little strange.
   -> It's corrected.
2. Pembrolizumab is not a chemotherapy agent.
   -> After checking the patient record, the phrase was deleted.
3. In the chemotherapy, the expression #4th round” is not appropriate expression.
   -> It's corrected.(4th cycle of chemotherapy)
4. What is the complication “hearing”?
   -> It's corrected(hearing loss)
5. Abbreviation of fractions should be frs.
   -> It's corrected.
6. You should full spell the abbreviation at its first appearance even if the word is MRI.
   -> It's corrected.
8. “an emergency measure” should be corrected as “an emergency measures”.
   -> It's corrected.

In addition to the above corrections, it is judged to be maintained at the author's discretion, and points that do not have better descriptions are maintained. A final revision requirement, speculation about the cause of rebleeding, is discussed in the discussion section.

Thank you for your careful review.